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SCREEN 612 – I-9 Update 
 

This screen is used to update the I-9 Valid Flag in the Personnel Database.  This screen will allow changes of up 

to 15 employees at the same time.  After entering the SSNs, press the ENTER key, and a message will appear 

next to the SSN if the update was successful; otherwise, an error message will be shown stating the problem.  

Upon updating: If the Reset Flag was blank, the I-9 Valid Flag will be changed from N to Y, the processing date 

will be recorded and the I-9 expiration date will be recorded if entered. If the reset flag was Y, the I-9 Valid 

Flag will be reset to N and the processing and expiration dates will be reset to blank.  If reset flag is Y and the 

expiration date is entered, the reset flag take precedence and the fields are reset.  In all cases the processing user 

ID will be recorded.  
 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Field Name Description 

A1 Screen See System Overview 

A2 UIN/SSN See System Overview 
SSN/UIN of the employees that need I9 flag reset due to revised 

information 

B1 Message Messages will include the following:  Personnel DB Record 

Updated; SSN is Not Numeric; No Personnel DB Records Exist; I-

9 Already Flagged On 

C1 Reset Y –  Causes the I-9 flag to be reset to N and the I-9 processing and 

expiration dates to be reset to spaces. 

Blank -  Causes the I-9 flag to be set to Y, the processing date is 

set to today and the expiration date is set to the date entered.   

D1 I-9 –Exp-Dt Blank or MM DD YYYY 
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